
FENDER 2004
CUSTOM SHOP

CALENDAR
099-9171-000

like you have any gigs planned in the next
12 months... but hey, if you do, this is the

calendar to write 'em on! This 12-month 2004
custom calendar features images of the finest

in Fender® instrumentation, hand-picked
from our Custom Shop repertoire. Printed on

heavyweight glossy stock suitable for framing.
This is the perfect daydreaming tool.

FENDER
AUTHORIZED

SERVICE PATCH
099-9167-000

Finally... a patch worthy of the
Fender nome! By popular demand,

this vintage Authorized Service workshop
patch will bring your favorite workshirt,

gigbag, backpack, hat, etc. to the next level.
Fully embroidered; heat seal backing;

dimensions measure 4"x2.5".

FENDER
"HIGHLY

FLAMABLE"
PATCH

099-9168-000

Jimi should have been wearin' this patch
the night he took the stage that memorable

Sunday night in Monterey. With a little help from
some of the most influential musicians in Rock

and Roll, our instruments have lit up stages
for more than 50 years. This patch reflects that
mojo. Perfect for a workshirt, gigbag, hat, etc

Fully embroidered; heat seal backing;
dimensions measure 3.5"x3.5"

AMERICAN
VINTAGE

COFFEE MUG
099-0259-000

Fill it to the rim with this beauty!
Made in the U.S.A., this sea foam green

ceramk mug features a panoramic image of

our entire American Vintage line of headstocks.
Our classic Fender and American Vintage

logos reside on each side of the mug as well.
Imagine, the entire American Vintage line at

your fingertips! Well, almost...
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CUSTOM SHOP
BUILDERS BOX

099-9171-006

So, the boys in the Custom Shop wanted us
to build a collector's piece that would be cool

enough to sport the Custom Shop logo, but also
be very original. This Custom Shop Builder's box

was the answer to that request. A true throw

back to the vintage lunch boxes of yesterday.
Each Builder's box measures 10" wide x 4 5/8"
deep x 71/4" high. Hand assembled and made

of .30mm guage tinplote. Beautifully designed
Custom Shop pinstripe lithograph printing

resides on the entire box. This is an absolute
must have for your collection.

LIMITED EDITION
19S4/1955

FENDER
CATALOG
LIGHTERS

1954 099-0264-024
1955 099-0265-036

Zippo, the classic American lighter, meets
the classic American guitar. This very limited

edition polished chrome lighter features a fully
embossed replica logo of the classic 1954/55

Fender catalogs. Got a light? You bet you do...

FENDER
INSULATED

TRAVEL MUGS
Chrome Silver 099-0260-091
Fender Red 099-0260-009

These foam insulated stainless travel mugs
combine the practical functionality of stainless

steel with the look of contemporary style. Each
16 02. mug features the classic Fender® logo

embossed on each side, a closeable sliding
top lid for extra spill protection, and a bottom
skid resistant pad. So, whether you choose the
brushed stainless, or the vibrant Fender® red,

you are sure to enjoy your favorite hot or cold
beverage with a new touch of class!
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STRUNENT
Care Kit
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Fender Musical Instruments Copporation

BBBQ E. Chapamal Road, Suite 100

Scottsdale, AZ B5250-2B1B

T: C4B03 59S-SBSO

F: C4BO] 367-5262

Consumer Relations: custsepv@fenderusa.com

www.fender.com
The trademarks identified in this magazine, including the Fender® Telecaster® and Stratocaster'2 guitar he'adstock designs are

owned by Fender Musical Instruments Corp. (FMIC). The following trademarks are not owned by FMIC: Bigsby®, Celestion®,

Country Music Hall of Fame'1; DiMarzio'* Air Norton™, Tone Zone™; Dysenberg*, Eminence®, Fishman" Powerchip™, Gotoh®,

Jensen", Korga, Meguiar's*; Seymour Duncan", Duncan Designed*, Hot Rails™, Invader™; Speakon®, Zippoa. All rights

reserved. Every product from FMIC is made with pride and care - and is backed by a product-specific warranty. Consult your

local retailer, distributor, or the Fender Web site (www.fender.com) for details. Features and specifications are subject to change

without notice. Again, check the Web site for up-to-date information.
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